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Abstract. UnconstrainedMiner is a tool for fast and accurate mining Declare
constraints from models without imposing any assumptions about the model. Declare models impose constraints instead of explicitly stating event orders. Constraints can impose various choices and ordering of events; constraints typically
have understandable names, but for details, refer to [5]. Current state-of-the-art
mining tends to fail due to a computational explosion, and employ filtering to
reduce this. Our tool is not intended to provide user-readable models, but instead to provide all constraints satisfied by a model. This allows post-processing
to weed out uninteresting constraints, potentially obtaining better resulting models than making filtering beforehand out of necessity. Any post-processing (and
complexity-reducing filtering) possible with existing miners is also possible with
the UnconstrainedMiner; our miner just allows more intelligent post-processing
due to having more information available, such as interactive filtering of models.
In our demonstration, we show how the new miner can handle large event logs in
short time, and how the resulting output can be imported into Excel for further
processing. Our intended audience is researchers interested in Declare mining and
users interested in abstract characterization of relationships between events. We
explicitly do not target end-users who wish to see a Declare model for a particular
log (but we are happy to demonstrate the miner on other concrete data).

Processes that are not perfectly understood or have little structure, are often easier modeled using a declarative rather than a classical imperative approach. In a declarative approach, constraints between tasks are described rather than for each task specifying the
next task to execute. Declarative modeling is a more recent and less matured approach,
which has so far not found widespread application in industry yet. Declare [7] is an
emerging language studied in academia over the last decade.


Existing miners. Typically the complexity of checking a constraint is O m · nk · k! ,
where m is the number of traces in the log, n is the number of different events in the
entire log, and k is the number of parameters to the
 constraint (number of ways to assign n events to k ordered parameters – n Pk = nk · k! – times the number of traces k).
?
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For the BPI challenge log from 20123 [1] the parameters are m = 13, 087 and n = 24,
yielding from 314, 088 (k = 1) to 66, 749, 981, 760 (k = 5) checks. ProM 6 has a
Declare miner which systematically checks each constraint and returns a model comprising constraints satisfied for a certain percentage of traces. Due to the complexity,
this miner employs a couple of tricks, including forcing users to pick among interesting constraints [3], employing a priori reduction to avoid considering rarely occurring
events [3], and considering the relationships between constraints to avoid mining some
constraints [4]. Even so, the ProM Declare miner did not mine a single constraint such
as succession in 24 hours.
The assumption that rarely occurring
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ical XOR-split and -join. If the top path
is chosen, constraints in the bottom part are never triggered, so their support is low,
even though those are arguably more interesting. If we want to mine without enforcing
high support, we cannot use a priori reduction. Exploitation of relationships between
constraints is problematic if we want to display a simpler model, e.g., by removing
constraints redundant due to transitivity. The problem here is that, generally, support of
a removed constraint cannot be derived from support of the remaining constraints.
The MINERful miner [2] uses regular expressions and global computations to mine
constraints. First statistics are computed for the log and subsequently constraints are
mined from these. The MINERful miner can mine all constraints for the 2012 BPI
challenge log in approximately 26 seconds, but only supports a subset of all constraints.
Computation of constraints from statistics makes it difficult to add new constraints, as it
is necessary to develop and prove rules for doing so. For example, it is far from obvious
how to extend this approach to also mine choices.

•

Removing all assumptions. Instead, we prefer to mine first and, subsequently, filter
with full information. Not only does this avoid the problem of support and branches,
it allows us full knowledge of all constraints, so we can remove redundant constraints
more intelligently using simple patterns. Finally, this allows us to provide users with a
slider and let them interactively (and locally) balance between simplicity and support.
Efficient preprocessing. We first make sure that our base mining algorithm is efficient.
We transform the log into a simple array of arrays of identifiers instead of actual events.
Declare constraints have a (finite) LTL semantics, which can be represented as a finite
automaton. Using a precomputed mapping between event identifiers and automaton
labels, we obtain a fast and memory-efficient replay of the log. We can mine most
of Declare’s 34 constraints (excluding 2 with four or more parameters) on the BPI
challenge log in 249 seconds using 12 MB of memory (including storing the log and all
3

We use the 2012 log as the 2013 log is much simpler with 819 ≤ m ≤ 7554 and 3 ≤ n ≤ 4.

results). We mine the same set of constraints as MINERful in 32 seconds (vs 26). This is
done automatically, making it easy to add constraints by entering their LTL semantics.
Symmetry reduction. We observe that some Declare constraints are symmetric in
their parameters; this is, for example, the case for the choice 1 of 2 constraint. By
only checking these constraints for one ordering of parameters, we halve the number of checks (and time needed).
 In general, this reduces the checking complexity to

Q
O m · nk · k! ÷ sg∈SG |sg|! , i.e., divided by the faculty of the size of each symmetry group sg ∈ SG. The number we divide by tends to get larger exactly when the
traditional approach has problems (i.e., when k is large). For example, the most complex standard Declare constraint is choice 1 of 5, which yields the aforementioned
67 billion checks for the BPI challenge log. As this constraint is symmetric in all parameters, this is reduced to 556, 249, 848 checks. Our implementation can mine all 34
Declare constraints for the BPI challenge log in 287 seconds (so the reduction allows
us to check all constraints in the same amount of time we could only check the easy
ones before). We now tie with MINERful at 26 seconds (the reason for less reduction
is that MINERful does not handle any constraints where the reduction is large). For
the standard constraints, we never have more than two symmetry groups, which means
that as number of parameters go up, so does the reduction. We compute the symmetry
reduction automatically, making this compatible with any added constraint.
Parallelization. As our miner is simple, we do not need any global computations so
far. This means our miner is easy to parallelize. We can parallelize in the number of
constraints or the number of traces. With 34 constraints, we can mine each individually.
Declare constraints are not equal however, and indeed the choice 1 of 5 constraint is
responsible for more than 50% of the total time spent on the BPI challenge log, making
this strategy less compelling. As we generate the parameters for the mining deterministically, we can have each computation thread take care of this on its own, alleviating
this (but making mining more complex). A simpler approach, and the one we have chosen to go with, is to split the log and have each computation thread handle part of the
log. As we have abolished a priori reduction, we do not need any central coordination
in this case, and our overhead is so small (< 1 second) we can just run the full mining process for each part of the log. Our results can be directly added, making mining
scalable nearly infinitely (with constant overhead for preprocessing and aggregation).
This has the added benefit of allowing each thread to use less memory (it only needs
to store its own part of the log). Employing this allows us to mine all constraints of the
BPI challenge log in 174 seconds (using two cores; the reason scalability is not completely linear is due to the feature Turbo Boost on modern CPUs allowing one core on
a multi-core system to run at extra speed if other cores are inactive). We beat MINERful at 19 seconds (vs 26). We have implemented this in a parallel setting (i.e., multiple
CPU cores on a single machine), but it is equally applicable in a distributed setting as
synchronization is only necessary for aggregating results at the end.
Super-scalar mining. Using the automaton representation from [6], it is possible to
check more than one constraint at a time. This comes at a cost of memory as the combined automaton is larger than the individual automata, sometimes even exponentially

so, though in practise the size is always less than 1,000 states. We call this super-scalar
mining, using the term from CPUs where it refers to the ability to execute multiple
instructions simultaneously. We do not wish to break our symmetry reduction from before. Thus, we build a directed acyclic graph with constraints for nodes and arcs from
one constraint to another if the first implies the second holds. We then group by taking
each leaf and iteratively grouping it with all predecessors and successors not extending the set of parameters and not having incompatible symmetry groups (e.g., splitting
them up so [[A], [B]] is not compatible with [[A, B]]—it would split up the symmetry
group—but the other way around does hold—the symmetry group is already split). The
rationale is that adding new parameters increases complexity as does splitting symmetry
groups. Adding a constraint with larger symmetry groups does not increase complexity,
while the constraint with larger symmetry groups could be checked more efficient on its
own, adding to the super-scalar group comes at no extra cost. We check all such maximal groups. We compute this automatically and tailor it to any constraints selected and
any new constraints added. Using super-scalar mining with parallelism, we can mine the
entire BPI log in only 57 seconds and even without parallelism, we can mine the entire
log in just 92 seconds. We beat MINERful on their constraints at just over 4 seconds, an
improvement of a factor 6 over 26 seconds. On a server with 8 slower processing cores,
MINERful still runs in 26 seconds, whereas UnconstrainedMiner runs in 30 seconds on
the entire set of constraints. Using hyper-threading, the UnconstrainedMiner and MINERful tie in running time with the UnconstrainedMiner mining more and more complex
constraints. The gain obtained by super-scalar mining is independent of the log.

Fig. 2: Screen shots of our miner running.

Usage. In Fig. 2 (top) we see a screen-shot from the configuration of the mining
process. All options are saved between runs, making mining from scratch a breeze;
the number of threads is computed automatically as the number of cores in the local
computer. We can manually inspect the LTL semantics and constraint automaton at the
right. In Fig.2 (bottom left) we see the tool in the process of mining. The top progress
shows overall progress, and the next progress bars show overall and individual constraint progress for each computation thread. The text area is continuously updated with
information about what each thread is doing. At Fig. 2 (bottom right), we see the end
result along with total processing time. The end result is a list of all mined constraints,
which can be imported in Excel for further processing, as shown in Fig. 3.
Maturity, availability, screencast. Our miner is very new but so far very robust, and
uses the same underlying library as the Declare tool (for representing automata) and
ProM (for reading logs). The tool is written in Java and runs on all platforms supported
by Java. We are currently employing the tool to construct hybrid models containing
both declarative constraints and imperative modeling in a block-structured manner.
Our miner is available from tinyurl.com/declareminer along with source
code. That page also contains a screen cast of simple use of the tool.
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Fig. 3: The mining results imported into Excel.

